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Global Demographics Answer Sheet                                     Name ______________ 

 

1) Describe the distribution of world population. 

 

 

2) What is the Population in 2010? 

3) Which two countries have a population greater than the U.S.? 

4) What is the name of the country in the list that has the fourth highest population? How many people were there in 
2010? 

5) What is the country with the lowest population in 2010? How many people were there? 

6) Describe the pattern of urban populations.  

 

 

7) What areas of the world have the lowest urban populations? 

 

8) What two countries are in the highest HDI (round up to .94)? 

9) What country has the lowest HDI?    

10) How many higher than average countries are selected?  

11)  Describe the pattern of higher than the global average HDI 

 

 

12) List three counties with higher than average HDI. 

13)  How many lower than average countries are selected? 

14) Describe the pattern of lower than the global average HDI 

 

 

15) List the three countries with lower than the global average HDI.  
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16)	Data	Collection		

	
Countries	Above	Average	 Countries		Below	Average	

Country	Name		 		 		 		 		 		 		

BRATE2005	 		 		 		 		 		 		

BRATE2010	 		 		 		 		 		 		

DRATE2005	 		 		 		 		 		 		

DRATE2010	 		 		 		 		 		 		

FRATE2005	 		 		 		 		 		 		

FRATE2010	 		 		 		 		 		 		

GDP_2003_2004	 		 		 		 		 		 		

GDP_2010	 		 		 		 		 		 		

HDI_2010_2011	 		 		 		 		 		 		

IMORT2005	 		 		 		 		 		 		

IMORT2010	 		 		 		 		 		 		

LEXP2005	 		 		 		 		 		 		

LEXP2010	 		 		 		 		 		 		

NETMIG2005	 		 		 		 		 		 		

PDEN2010	 		 		 		 		 		 		

POP2005_1	 		 		 		 		 		 		

POP2010_1	 		 		 		 		 		 		

POVIND2000	 		 		 		 		 		 		

PURB1985	 		 		 		 		 		 		

PURB2005	 		 		 		 		 		 		

PURB2010	 		 		 		 		 		 		

Colonizer	

	 	 	 	 	 	Date	colonized	

	 	 	 	 	 	Date	of	
independence	
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17) Describe the general location of these six countries. Consider which hemisphere and if they are costal, inland, 
above or below the equator … 

 

 

 

18) Evaluate the data you collected.  Is there a correlation (connection) between any of the statistics? If so which 
statistics seem to be connected? For example: are countries with lower life expectancies countries with higher or 
lower GDP per capita?   Discuss your finding. If you were a member of  an NGO, such as the United Nations, what 
cultural trait would you address to improve the HDI in countries with a low HDI. Support your answer.  

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

 


